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INTRODUCTION 
Recently Levinson [l] proved a duality theorem for linear programs in 
complex space. His proof is based on the complex version of a theorem of 
Tucker [2]. In this paper, we give a proof of Levinson’s theorem based on the 
duality theorem for linear programming in real space. (It should be noted that 
the possibility of a proof along the lines given here is, at least to some extent, 
suggested in [l] in the statement I‘... by using 2n-real space some of the 
results obtained here can be obtained as special cases of more generally 
formulated theorems...“.) W e a so 1 consider the problem where the absolute 
value, rather than the real part, of the complex linear form is to be optimized. 
A corresponding duality theorem is given for this case. 
NOTATION 
Consider the following two complex programs: 
Primal (P): 
Minimize Re c*z 
Subject to I arg(Az - 4 I < B 
and 1 arg 2 1 < 0~. 
Dual (D): 
Minimize Re b*w 
Subject to 
and 
/arg(-A*w+c)] <F-c4 
! arg w I d % - p. 
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Here A is an n x m matrix, c and .a are m-vectors, b and w are n-vectors; 
all with entries from the field of complex numbers. The entries of A, b, and c 
are constants, whereas those of z and zu are variables to be determined, 01 and ,0 
are respectively m- and n-dimensional real constant vectors with 0 < CY s< n/2, 
0 < p < 7rj2. Here, and throughout, 7~12 denotes the vector of appropriate 
dimension with 77/2 in each entry. Arguments of complex numbers are restrict- 
ed to the interval (- r, n]. The complex number zero will be assigned the 
argument zero. * denotes conjugate transpose. If A, b and c have only real 
entries and /3 = n/2, (Y = 0 then (P) and (D) reduce to a pair of dual linear 
programs in real space. 
The superscript t will denote transpose. Subscripts will denote vector 
components-except that the subscript R will denote real part and the 
subscript I imaginary part, e.g., ,4 = A, + iA,. Vector inequality constraints 
apply to each component of corresponding vectors, e.g., 1 arg z j < OL means 
1 arg zk / < ale, k = I,..., m. We note that 1 arg xk 1 < 0~~ is equivalent to 
0 
for 
XI, = 
cdk = 0 
xRk tan ak $ %, > 0 
zR, tan ak - zIk >, 0 
for 
ZR, > 0 
a,, unrestricted 
for LXr=-li_. 
2 
Ml, M2, and M3 will denote, respectively, the set (possibly empty) of 
integers k such that 01~ = 0,O < CQ < sr/2, and 01~ = rr/2; while N1, N2, and 
Ns will denote, respectively, the set (possibly empty) of integers j such that 
rsj = 0, 0 < /$ < 7r/2, and /$ = 7712. 
Finally, for simplicity, we introduce the n-vector 
t=A.Z--b. 
DUALITY 
In [l] (Theorem 2.2), Levinson established a dual relationship between 
problems (P) and (D). We now offer a different proof of Levinson’s result. 
THEOREM 1. If either (P) OT (D) has an optimal solution, then both (P) and 
(D) have optimal solutions and minimum (P) = maximum (D). 
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PROOF. Taking into account the discussion in the previous section, the 
primal problem (P) may b e written as the following real linear programming 
problem to be denoted by (P*): 
Minimize 
cRtZR + ChI 
Subject to 
A,.z, - Alzl - bR - tR = 0 
A,+ + AR.?+ - b, - tr = 0 
tRi 2 0 tRj tan k$ $ hi b 0 
tIj = 0 
jeN1, 
tRj tan flj - tIj > 0 
jeN2 
tRj 3 0, jEN3 
xRk > 0, kEM3. 
The dual of the above problem is the following linear programming prob- 
lem in real space [3], to be denoted by (D*). 
Minimize 
bRtW1 + bItw2 
Subject to 
(ARtwl + Altw2 - @)A: < 0 
(- Altwl -/- ARtw2 - cI)k $ wk3 = 0 I 
ReMI 
(ARtwl + Altw2 - CR)k + wk4 tall C+ + Wk5 tall Lyk = 0 
(- AItwl + ARtw2 - cl)k $ wk4 - wk5 = 0 
I 
k E M2 
w/c4 3 0, wk5 > 0 
(ARtwl + AItw2 - c& < 0 
(- AItwl + ARtw2 - ~1)~ = 0 ! 
kEM3 
- Wjl < 0 
-w,2+w.6=o jEN’ 3 3 I 
- wil + wi7 tan & + wjs tan & = 0 
- Wj’ + Wj7 - Wj’ = 0 
Wj’ 3 0, wja > 0 
- Wj’ < 0 
w.2 =() I jEN3. - 3 
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Now, by the duality theorem for linear programs with mixed constraints [3], 
if either (P*) or (D*) has an optimal solution then they both have optimal 
solutions and minimum (P*) = maximum (D*). 
We now complete the proof by showing that (D*) is, in essence, the same 
problem as (D). 
Let w = 70l + iw2, i.e. wR = w1 and wI = w2. (D*) then becomes, after 
multiplying some of the constraints by - 1: 
Maximize 
Re b*w 
Subject to 
(- A*w + C)R, 2 0 
(- A*w + c),~ + wlc3 = 0 
i 
keM1 
(- A*w + c)s, = wk4 tan 01~ + wk5 tan CY~ 
(- A*w + c)], = wk4 - wks 
1 
keM2 
Wk4 b 0, Wk6 > 0 
(- A*w + c)R,, > 0 
(-A*w+c)~,=O kEM3 
i 
wRj = wj7 tan flj + wj' tan fij 
WIj = Wz - Wj jeN2 
Wj7 3 0, Wj’ b 0 
WR, >/o 
Wlj = 0 
jEN3. 
We now demonstrate that our constraints are equivalent to 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Iarg(-A*w+c)I <t--a and 1 arg w 1 < + - p. 
Since /3, = 0, j E N1, (4) is equivalent to 1 arg wj ) < w/2 = 7r/2 - /3, , 
j E N1. Since /3, = p/2, j E iV8, (6) is equivalent to ] arg w, 1 < 0 = rrr/2 - & , 
jeN3. 
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Since 0 < & < 42, j 6 W, (5) implies 
ruRj// wulj 1 = (We’ + wj8) tan /$/I wj7 - wj* 1 > tan & = l/tan(rr/2 - pi), 
Hence (5) implies 
I arg wj I +Bi, E N". (7) 
(7) implies (5) in the sense that if wj satisfies (7) there exists wjr and wjs 
(defined by 
4 = htj/tan &I + w,J2, 
wj8 = {[wR,/tan Pjl - w1~1/2) 
that satisfies (5). 
In a similar way, it follows that (1) is equivalent to 
/ arg( - A*w + c)~ ( ,< $ = I - ak, 
(2) is equivalent to 
I ad - A *w + C)k I d ; - (Yk ,
and, (3) is equivalent to 
ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Consider the following two complex programming problems: 
Problem A: 
Minimize 
Subject to 
and 
I c*z I 
I=tw--)I -G<B 
( arg z I ,< LY. 
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Problem B: 
Maximize 
Subject to 
Re(- U*CC*U + b*w) 
1 arg(- A*w + 2cc*u) / < : - cy and 1 arg w j < 5 - p. 
THEOREM 2. (a) If there exists a vector 2 which minimizes Problem A, 
then there exists a vector (u, w), with u = z, that maximizes Problem B. 
(b) If there exists a vector (u, w) which maximizes Problem B, then there 
exists a vector z, such that cc*x = cc%, that minimizes Problem A. 
In either case, the square of the minimum of Problem A equals the maximum 
of Problem B. 
PROOF. 1 c*x 1 s (x*cc*z)~/~. Hence x minimizes Problem A if and only if 
it minimizes the following quadratic programming problem. 
Problem A’ 
Minimize 
Subject to 
and 
X*CC*X 
I arg(Az - b) I < B 
j arg 2: 1 < 01. 
Since cc* is positive semidefinite hermitian, the theorem follows from the 
corresponding duality theorems of complex quadratic programming in [4]. 
Observe that the results of [4] cannot be applied to the problem of maxi- 
mizing I c*z I since a negative semidefinite matrix would then be required. 
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